
SCENTED STICKS (100 ML. / 3.38 FL. OZ.)
LACROSSE

If elegance gave off a scent that would be any of Lacrosse’s fragrances: these reed diffusers 
represent the perfect balance between modernity and classicism. The collection puts together 
fragrances where different aromatic melodies fill in the spaces in a powerful and captivating 
way.
 
The bottle creates a unique set of colors according to the scent and its color. Each bottle is a 
pure figure, to which the wood cap is added to stylize and give nobleness. The rattan sticks 
release the perfume gradually: the porosity of these reeds, allows the fragrance to rise up for 
each of them and the diffusion of the perfume is natural and continuous.

Reed diffuser.
More than 3 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

100 ml.
M: 7,5 x 24 x 7,5 cm.
W: 340 g.

3.38 fl. oz.
M: 2.95 x 9.45 x 2.95 in.
W: 12 oz.

ORCHID
MK100ORLC

8436551846385

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
MK100SBLC

8435474410574

WHITE MUSK
MK100MBLC

8436551846378

WOOD & TONKA
MK100WTLC

8436551846330

THERMAL WATER
MK100TWLC

8435474410598

WHITE TEA
MK100THLC

8435474401817

POMPELMO
MK100PNLC

8436551846392

GREEN TEA & LIME
MK100TVLC

8436551846361

PURE OXYGEN
MK100OXLC

8435474414763

DARK AMBER
MK100ASLC

8435474419966



SCENTED STICKS (200 ML. / 6.76 FL. OZ.)
LACROSSE

If elegance gave off a scent that would be any of Lacrosse’s fragrances: these reed diffusers 
represent the perfect balance between modernity and classicism. The collection puts together 
fragrances where different aromatic melodies fill in the spaces in a powerful and captivating 
way.
 
The bottle creates a unique set of colors according to the scent and its color. Each bottle is a 
pure figure, to which the wood cap is added to stylize and give nobleness. The rattan sticks 
release the perfume gradually: the porosity of these reeds, allows the fragrance to rise up for 
each of them and the diffusion of the perfume is natural and continuous.

Reed diffuser.
More than 4 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 ml.
M: 8,8 x 30 x 8,8 cm.
W: 617 g.

6,76 fl. oz.
M: 3.46 x 11.81 x 3.46 in.
W: 21.76 oz.

THERMAL WATER
MK200TWLC

8435474410628

DARK AMBER
MK200ASLC

8435474419973

PURE OXYGEN
MK200OXLC

8435474414732

POMPELMO
MK200PNLC

8436551848037

GREEN TEA & LIME
MK200TVLC

8436551848006

ORCHID
MK200ORLC

8436551848020

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
MK200SBLC

8435474410604

WHITE MUSK
MK200MBLC

8436551848013

WOOD & TONKA
MK200WTLC

8436551847979

WHITE TEA
MK200THLC

8435474401824


